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Abstract
In many applications surfaces containing a large
number of primitives occur. Geometry compression reduces storage space and transmission time
for such models. A special case is given by polygonal isosurfaces generated from gridded volume
data. However, most current state-of-the-art geometry compression systems do not capitalize on the
structure that is characteristic of such isosurfaces,
namely that the surfaces are defined by a set of vertices on edges of the grid. We propose a compression method for isosurfaces that is designed to exploit this feature. We tested our method for several
isosurfaces from a CT scan of a human head. For
this data set our coder outperformed state-of-the-art
geometry compression methods by a factor of 2.2 to
2.8 in terms of compression ratio.
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Introduction

The number of installed 3D image capturing systems such as magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, and confocal laser range scanners is growing. Moreover, as technology advances
the image resolutions increase. Similarly, due to the
increased availability of high performance computing 3D simulations (e.g., fluid flow and meteorology) become more common. Overall, there is a
rapidly growing amount of 3D data awaiting processing, evaluation, and storage for archival. Isosurfaces provide a natural approach to view scalar
volume data which is the most common type of volume data. In order to generate an isosurface at a
client workstation it generally is not economical to
transmit the full volume data from the corresponding server. In such cases the transmission of the surface data may be much faster. However, common
isosurfaces still contain many of polygons, and corresponding VRML encodings produce very large
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files, posing a major obstacle for rapid transmission
over networks. In other applications special isosurfaces may be selected for archival for which compression methods can reduce large file sizes. This
paper introduces a compression technique tailored
for isosurfaces derived from structured volumes as a
tool to support their efficient transmission and storage.
The standard format for storage and transmission of 3D polygon models is the Virtual Reality
Modelling Language (VRML) [8]. It offers a general purpose scene description with primitive objects like spheres, cylinders and polygons. The
scene files store the coordinates of the points as an
indexed point set and the topological connection of
the points to build polygons. The ASCII scene description for 3D models often is compressed with
the gzip program [4].
Several methods for geometry compression, i.e.,
for compact encoding of 3D meshes have been proposed. Typically, the topology is encoded independently of the vertex coordinates. For a given vertex
the quantized coordinates are predicted based on the
topology and geometry that has been encoded before. Then the prediction residuals in each coordinate are entropy coded.
Certain methods for the compression of general
polygonal models and surfaces were proposed to
the VRML consortium [11, 12, 13]. A coder based
on these works is in the public domain. Another
approach for triangle mesh compression and general polygonal surface compression was proposed
in [14] and [9]. The compression software available
from Virtue Ltd. (www.virtue3d.com) uses some
of these algorithms. In [5] Devillers and Gandoin
describe a geometry compression approach that is
different in spirit from the others. The coding order
of the vertices is used to compress their coordinates.
The topology of the mesh is reconstructed from the
vertices. Another different coding principle using
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the spectral representation of the adjacency matrix
of the mesh is described in [1]. It allows graceful
degradation for lossy surface compression. The usage of a multiresolution representation for the compression of a triangular mesh is discussed in [2, 7]
Most of these methods are designed to handle an
individual connected component of a polygonal surface. Models with more than one component need
preprocessing by additional algorithms to identify
and group the connected parts of the surface. Unfortunately isosurfaces from complex volume data
tend to produce a large number of connected components requiring extensive preprocessing.
All of the above methods may be applied to compress isosurfaces, providing solutions to the problem addressed in this paper. However, these techniques are general purpose methods, designed for a
large class of 3D meshes. They do not consider isosurfaces derived from volume data as a special case.
Thus, improved performance may be expected using methods specially designed for this case. Our
paper proposes an efficient solution for compression for isosurfaces from gridded volume data.
The basis of our method lies in the fact that for
the encoding of an isosurface from gridded volume
data it suffices to encode the cells of the volume data
that intersect the surface along with the values of the
volume data on the vertices of these cells. There is
no need to encode the topology of the polygon mesh
since after decoding the cells and their voxel values an isosurface extraction method automatically
regenerates the topology from the decoded data.
Going one step further, Engel et al [6] observed
that in place of the voxel values at the vertices of
the cells it basically suffices to encode only the intersections of the isosurface with the edges of the
cells. More precisely, the following information
needs to be encoded for each cell that intersects the
isosurface: one pointer to the cell location, an index describing the marching cubes (MC) configuration of the cell [10], and for each cell edge that
intersects the isosurface an interpolation value, that
prescribes the (quantized) intersection point on the
edge. The paper also addressed multiresolution representations, and for that purpose additional data is
required for a cell to indicate the resolution level.
The emphasis in [6] was on methods for efficient
distributed isosurface reconstruction while our paper focuses on compression performance. For that
purpose we significantly extend the method of [6]

in several ways. The pointers to cell locations are
replaced by a more efficient octree structure. In [6]
an interpolation weight had to be encoded multiple
times, once for each cell that shares the edge on
which the intersection point lies. We encode each
each point only once. The MC configuration index can be reconstructed by the decoder and does
not need to be encoded. We apply entropy coding,
that can be designed to adapt to the output symbol
stream (context coding). Finally, we suggest to employ prediction methods to further enhance the efficiency of the encoding of the interpolation weights.
Another contribution of this paper is an analysis of
the precision with which interpolation weights must
be quantized and encoded.
Our empirical tests show that for volume data
generated by 3D image modalities (computed tomography) our algorithm is faster and provides
compression ratios that are more than two times as
large as those yielded by the general state-of-theart geometry compression methods and five times as
large as compared to the basic approach in [6]. Our
empirical comparison is based on the binary VRML
format [11] and the commercial compression software of Virtue Ltd. (www.virtue3d.com) that uses
methods from [14].

2
2.1

Isosurface compression method
Isosurface representation

We assume that the volume data for isosurface extraction is given on a regular grid, consisting of
grid points denoted by xi,j,k ∈ R3 with i =
0, . . . , imax − 1, j = 0, . . . , jmax − 1, and k =
0, . . . , kmax − 1. For example, on an integer cubic lattice we may have xi,j,k = (i, j, k). Scalar
values vi,j,k ∈ R are attached to grid points,
defining the volume data as a collection of voxels
(xi,j,k , vi,j,k )i,j,k=0,1,... We call the scalars vi,j,k
voxel values. A cell in the 3D grid has eight voxels at its corner grid points. For a cell Ci,j,k with
grid point xi,j,k at its lower, left, front corner (see
Figure 1) the corresponding eight voxel values are
collected in a set Vi,j,k
Let φ : R3 → R be a continuous interpolation function of these volume data, i.e., φ(xi,j,k ) =
vi,j,k for all grid points xi,j,k . This interpolation is
required to have the property that the values of φ in
a cell are restricted to the interval spanned by the
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corresponding voxel values. From the continuity of
φ it follows that the range of φ in a cell Ci,j,k is
φ(Ci,j,k ) := {φ(x) | x ∈ Ci,j,k } = [cmin , cmax ],

i+1,j,k+1

where we have set

t3’

cmin = min Vi,j,k , cmax = max Vi,j,k .
Now let an isovalue c ∈ R be given. The isosurface
for the isovalue c is given by the solution set of the
equation

t2

1
n1

i+1,j,k

t1

i,j,k

φ(x) − c = 0.

Figure 1: Notation for intersection points in cell
Ci,j,k .

Strictly speaking it is not clear that the solution
set really is a surface, but we do not discuss this
issue here. Then the first step of the isosurface
computation is the cell extraction, i.e., reporting
all cells with c contained in the corresponding interval [cmin , cmax ]. Actually, it is sufficient to report cells with c being in the half open interval,
c ∈ [cmin , cmax ). We call these cells intersecting.
All other (non-intersecting) cells can be regarded as
“empty” containing no part of the isosurface. In the
second step an isosurface generator processes the
intersecting cells Ci,j,k one by one, computing and
rendering
φ−1 (c) ∩ Ci,j,k .

if a surface decoder can produce the complete list
of these intersection points, an isosurface renderer
may proceed to compute and render the surface.1
An alternative to the traditional marching cubes
approach is given by “marching tetrahedra” [3]. In
that case, intersecting cells are decomposed into five
or six simplices (tetrahedra), intersection points are
calculated on all edges of the resulting 3D triangulation and the isosurface in each intersecting simplex is given by the unique polygon whose vertices
are the intersection points of the simplex edges.
This approach has appealing topological properties,
however, in practice it leads to a much larger number of polygons and increased complexity. Therefore, we restrict our attention to the classical marching cubes case.
We now discuss the computation of the intersection points of the isosurface with the grid edges. We
may assume that the interpolation function is linear
on the edges of intersecting cells. Therefore, equation (1) is solved for t in the case of an intersecting
edge by

Commonly, the isosurface within each cell is modelled by one or more polygons whose vertices are
on straight lines connecting grid points of the cell.
Thus, the isosurface renderer computes solutions to
equations
φ(xi,j,k + t nα ) − c = 0, t ∈ [0, 1]

1
n2

1
n3’

(1)

where nα is a 3D vector pointing from xi,j,k to another grid point of the cell. For a solution t ∈ [0, 1]
of (1) we have that the point
x = xi,j,k + t nα

tα =

is an intersection point of the isosurface and the
straight line connecting the grid point xi,j,k with
another cell grid point in the direction nα , i.e.,
xi,j,k + nα .
The popular “marching cubes” algorithm [10]
uses the three direction vectors nα ∈ N :=
{e1 , e2 , e3 }, where e1 , e2 , e3 , are the unit vectors
in the three coordinate directions. The isosurface
renderer is able to produce all necessary polygons
based upon these intersection calculations. Thus,

c − φ(xi,j,k )
φ(xi,j,k + nα ) − φ(xi,j,k )

(2)

where tα ∈ [0, 1] is guaranteed. For an encoding of
the isosurface it suffices to encode a set of 5-tupels
1
The decoder can recover the MC configuration from the intersecting cell edges except for the sign which is only relevant for
the orientation of the polygons but not for the rest of the topology
in the cell. If a consistent orientation of the polygonal model is
required it can be generated in a postprocessing step without requiring additional coded information.
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Therefore, to encode the t-values it is useless to
quantize the computed values with a precision that
is less than δt = 2(2m1 −1) . In other words, if the
voxel values are given as integers of m bits each,
then it suffices to encode the t-values using m bits
as well. Therefore, an encoding scheme for isosurfaces from regular volume data of m-bit voxel values that encodes the set of 5-tupels (i, j, k, nα , tα )
using at least m bits for the t-values may be called
a lossless isosurface encoding method.

Φxi, j,k 

t  ∆t

Φxi, j,k nΑ 

2.2

∆
∆

The main result of the previous subsection is that
we may encode an isosurface by specifying a code
list of 5-tupels (i, j, k, nα , tα ) where the numbers
i, j, k denote integer grid coordinates, nα is one of
three fixed vectors, and tα ∈ [0, 1] is a real number which can be quantized and coded by an integer
using a certain number (m) of bits.
In this subsection we develop a basic encoding
scheme. We split the encoding of the code list into
three parts, the first for the (i, j, k)’s, the second for
the nα ’s, and the third for the remaining information, the t-values.
The (i, j, k)-triples from the code list correspond
to grid points and may conveniently be stored in an
octree structure. The octree is defined for a cubic
volume with a side length given by a power of 2
greater or equal to max(imax , jmax , kmax ), similar
to the branch-on-need octrees in [15]. Every node
in the octree corresponds to a cubical array of grid
points and is encoded using one bit with the following conventions. For an inner node the symbol 0 indicates that the subtree rooted at the node is empty
containing no grid points of the code list. This implies that the entire subtree (below the node) can be
pruned. The symbol 1 at an inner node indicates
the opposite case, i.e., some leaf node below corresponds to a grid point that is a member of the code
list. The symbol 0 at a leaf node indicates that the
grid point is not in the code list, while the symbol 1
specifies a grid point in the code list. The resulting
pruned octree is encoded by traversing it in depthfirst order outputting the binary symbols encountered at each node. As side information the depth
of the tree must be transmitted before.
For each of the encoded grid points in the first
part above there may be one to three 5-tupels, since
there are three possible nα -vectors in N . This
amounts to seven different cases. Therefore, to en-

Figure 2: Error propagation from the voxel values
to the intersection point on a grid edge.
of the form
(i, j, k, nα , tα )

(3)

in which the components are from the proper ranges
as explained above, i.e.,
i ∈ {0, . . . , imax − 1},
j ∈ {0, . . . , jmax − 1},
k ∈ {0, . . . , kmax − 1},
nα ∈ N ,
tα ∈ [0, 1].
The decoder is able to regenerate all intersection
points xi,j,k +tα nα from which the marching cubes
algorithm may produce polygons. Let us call this
set of 5-tupels the code list.
The t-values tα ∈ [0, 1] are real numbers and
must be quantized for encoding. To this end we may
assume that the voxel values are given by integers
ranging from 0 to some maximal number 2m − 1.
Typically these voxel values stem from measurements or are rounded results of numerical simulations. Therefore the voxel values can be regarded as
imprecise with a maximal error of δ = 1/2. These
errors propagate to the resulting t-values. The error
propagation in (2) depends on the two voxel values
involved. The best possible case is depicted in Figure 2 where the voxel values are at the extremes 0
and 2m −1, respectively. In that case the uncertainty
in t can be as large as
2δt =

Encoding isosurface representations

2δ
1
= m
.
2m − 1
2 −1
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1. ASCII VRML. The ASCII VRML format
served as a basis for comparison. We ensured that files in this format contained only
the topology and the geometry without surface
normals or properties.
2. Gzipped ASCII VRML. ASCII VRML files
can be entropy coded using the gzip program, for example, yielding a significant savings compared to the raw ASCII files.
3. Method in [6]. The method as described in
Section 1.
4. Virtue3D. Commercial compression software
of Virtue Ltd. (www.virtue3d.com) based on
geometry compression algorithms in [14].
5. VRML compressed binary. The binary
VRML encoder [11, 13] is proposed for a geometry compression standard in MPEG-4.
6. Our method. This is our encoding method as
given in Section 2.
The Virtue3D and the binary VRML coders take
ASCII VRML files as input, while our coder and
that based on [6] work with the original volume
data, respectively the set of intersecting cells. The
binary VRML coder quantizes vertex coordinates
using a representation with 12 bits. To match this
choice in the context of our coder (and that based
on [6]) we used m = 4 bits for encoding t-values,
since the voxels were given with 8 bits per coordinate which together with the 4 bits for t-values
gave us the same spatial 12-bit resolution for vertex
coordinates. With this choice we ensured that the
decoded isosurfaces exhibit the same precision for
all methods except for the first two VRML-based
methods.2
The binary VRML compression program has
special requirements in cases where the surface consists of several connected components. This surely
was the case in our tests. To solve the problem a
second program for the optimization of the input
files was applied beforehand [11]. Unfortunately,
it turned out that the surfaces for isovalues c < 70
had so many polygons (a million and more), that
the preprocessing program ran out of memory on a
Windows NT workstation with 512 MByte RAM.
The Virtue3D coder had a similar problem, running
out of memory already when processing our smaller
isosurfaces of 855,000 or more polygons.

Figure 3: The isosurfaces of the CT data for c =
70, 90, 110 as three transparent surfaces.

code the nα ’s, we can equivalently encode a sequence of symbols from the alphabet {0, . . . , 6}.
Likewise for the third part, the t-values, we encode a sequence of symbols from the alphabet
{0, . . . , 2m − 1}.
Finally, the resulting symbol sequences of all
three encoding phases are passed through a standard entropy coder which produces a compressed
bit stream and writes it to the file system. In our
implemention we have employed the zlib functions
used by the gzip program [4].
The decoder reads the input stream, carries out
the entropy decoding, constructs the octree for the
grid points and then interprets the remaining symbols. From the results it computes the corresponding intersection points and stores them in a hash table for further processing by the isosurface renderer.

3

Results

We applied our isosurface compression technique
to isosurfaces in a volume data set stemming from
a CT scan of a human head. The scan has a resolution of 250 × 192 × 168 voxels with eight bit gray
levels. Figure 3 shows several (transparent) isosurfaces together. These surfaces are very complex.
For instance, the isosurface for the isovalue c = 70
consists of 928,681 polygons that form 16,851 connected components. In our empirical studies we
compare six encoding methods.

2
For lossless isosurface compression at least 16 bits of precision for the intersection point coordinates and 8 bits for the interpolation weights (i.e., the t-values) must be used.
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isovalue c:
cell edges:
polygons:
VRML
gzip VRML
method in [6]
Virtue3D
bin. VRML
our method

150
408,940
416,202
kB
CR
27,059
1.0
6,182
4.4
2,853
9.5
1,911 14.2
1,325 20.4
598 45.2

130
561,437
568,729
kB
CR
37,288
1.0
8,470
4.4
3,903
9.6
2,697 13.8
1,833 20.3
814 45.8

110
717,667
725,631
kB
CR
47,774
1.0
10,858
4.4
4,983
9.6
3,572 13.4
2,302 20.8
1,034 46.2

90
846,317
855,033
kB
CR
56,560
1.0
12,855
4.4
5,879
9.6
2,734
1,214

20.7
46.6

70
922,947
928,681
kB
CR
62,299
1.0
14,148
4.4
6,397
9.7
3,717
1,311

16.8
47.5

Table 1: Compression results for isosurfaces for different isovalues c of the CT scan in Figure 3. In the
top part the number of intersecting cell edges and the number of polygons is given. Below the file size in
kB, and the compression ratio (CR) relative to the ASCII VRML format is given for each isosurface and
encoding method. Some numbers for the Virtue3D coder are missing because the coder ran out of memory
and did not complete the compression. These results are visualized in Figure 4.
416202

568729

725631

855033

928681

tios from 17 to 21. However, our method clearly
outperformed all others providing compression ratios from 42 to 47. This amounts to an improvement
in terms of compression ratio over the state-of-theart represented by the binary VRML format by a
factor of 2.2 to 2.8.
Our isosurface coder is fast in comparison to the
other coders. On our SGI PC 320 with 512 MB
RAM and a 450 MHz Pentium III processor the encoding of the isosurface for isovalue c = 110 required 113 seconds, while the encoding times using gzipped VRML, Virtue3D, and binary VRML
(including the preprocessing) were 230, 1320, and
711 seconds respectively. For the decoding and the
polygon construction our current not optimized implementation required 174 seconds. We cannot provide decoder timings for the other geometry compression methods, because the decoders are embedded in a browser environment, and it is not possible to isolate the decoding time. Moreover, the
Virtue3D decoder is not in the public domain.
It would not be fair to conclude that the current
geometry compression methods are inferior in general. Those coders were designed for unconstrained
polygonal surfaces, while our coder is made only
for isosurfaces from structured volume data. Geometry compression in the other coders heavily relies
on predicting vertex coordinates, while our basic
coder does not yet use vertex prediction. Such prediction, e.g., by the parallelogram rule [14], works
well for smooth surfaces. Our example volume data
set stems from measurements that include noise artifacts. Thus, the vertex prediction techniques in ge-

VRML

4.5
gzpip
VRML
Virtue3D
binary
VRML

FileSize
log10   
kB

4

Octree

3.5

3

2.5
416202

568729

725631
Polygon Count

855033

928681

Figure 4: Compression results of Table 1 for different isosurfaces of the 250 × 192 × 169 CT scan of
a human head shown in Figure 3. Our compression
method produced the smallest output files, shown
by the right bar for each example. Note that the
scale for the file size is logarithmic.
Table 1 and Figure 4 summarize the results
shown for five isosurfaces corresponding to five isovalues c. The complexity of the surfaces ranged
from 416,000 to 928,000 polygons resulting in
ASCII VRML file sizes from 27 to 62 MBytes. Entropy coding by gzip achieved a compression by a
factor of 4.4 in all cases. The Virtue3D coder produced compression ratios of 13 to 14 for the cases
where it was able to produce output. Better still was
the compressed binary format with compression ra338

VRML
gzip VRML
Virtue3D
bin. VRML
our method

Torus
kB
CR
4,923
1.0
1,161
4.2
180 27.4
134 36.7
105 46.9

Genus 3
kB
CR
6,169
1.0
1,489
4.1
226 27.3
157 39.3
143 43.1

Cube Edge
kB
CR
7,408
1.0
1,610
4.6
290 25.5
215 34.4
167 44.4

Sphere
kB
CR
9,024
1.0
1,980
4.6
325 27.8
229 39.4
171 52.8

Table 2: Compression results for four implicit surfaces, see Figure 5. As in Table 1 the file sizes are given
in kB and the compression ratio (CR) is relative to the ASCII VRML format.
ometry compression may not have yielded the expected gains, and this could have been one of the
reasons, why geometry compression with Virtue3D
and binary VRML performed so poorly. In order
to test this hypothesis we encoded some smooth
implicit surfaces from corresponding volume data,
where we expected vertex prediction and classical
geometry compression to work much better. We
used a torus, a genus 3 surface, a “solid cubic lattice”, and a sphere (see Figure 5). These surfaces
are smooth, simply connected, and with different
topological properties. For the compression we
used the same methods and settings as in the previous experiments. The results are given in Table
2 and Figure 5. In all cases we again see that the
binary VRML format beats the Virtue3D coder. In
spite of the advantage of surface smoothness for the
classical coders we found that our method still outperformed the binary VRML format, however, by a
smaller factor.

4

83278
196 x 49 x 196

110376
192 x 192 x 128

127936
196 x 196 x 196

144632
196 x 196 x 196

83278
196 x 49 x 196

110376
127936
192 x 192 x 128 196 x 196 x 196
Polygon Count

144632
196 x 196 x 196

4

log10 (FileSize)

3

2

1

0

Figure 5: Compression result for four implicit
smooth surfaces, compare Table 2. The data resolutions are given above the graph. The bars are
as in Figure 4, the right bar in each group of bars
indicates the performance for our coder.

that share the edge. The encoding of the t-values
can be made more efficient by prediction from previously encoded intersection points nearby. The
prediction residuals will exhibit a lower entropy
than the original t-values. Currently we are implementing these options.
One may introduce multiresolution capabilities
to our encoding method by adding information
defining surface approximations at all levels of the
octree resolution. The required overhead in terms
of space and the achievable approximation quality
remain to be investigated.
A disadvantage of our coder is that it is designed
only for regular structured volume data. It is possible, however, to extend the method to the case of
curvi-linear volume data. For this purpose it suffices to separately encode the geometry of the curvilinear grid, which may or may not require large

Discussion and future work

The compression results may be enhanced by replacing the generic gzip entropy coder by adaptive
arithmetic context coding. The probability tables
for the arithmetic coding of the bits corresponding
to the octree can be conditioned on the number of
already coded cells that bound the block of cells
corresponding to the current code bit. If several intersecting cells bordering the boundary of the current block of cells are already known to the coder
and decoder, then the probability that the block of
cells also intersects the isosurface is very large, allowing to encode the corresponding symbol “1” using much less than one bit. The encoding of the
intersecting edges in non-empty cells can be conditioned on the number of known intersecting cells
339

space depending on the complexity of the grid geometry. A further extension to unstructured volume
data is beyond the scope of our method, though.
A new isosurface compression method has just
been proposed by Zhang et al in [16]. The method
works by encoding two 3D bitmaps and a list of
voxel values. The first bitmap distinguishes those
grid points that are end points of cell edges that intersect the isosurface. For each of these grid points
the corresponding voxel value is entered in a list,
which is encoded using second order differences.
The second bitmap identifies the intersecting cells.
The encoding proceeds slice by slice. Arithmetic
coding is applied to all components. We consider
implementing this method for comparison.
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Summary

We have provided a method for geometry compression tailored for isosurfaces stemming form regular structured volume data. The method encodes a
set of grid points that identifies the non-empty cells
in the volume along with the intersection points of
the isosurfaces with the cell edges. Our coder is
simple and handles all cases of surface topology
equally well. Compression results for isosurfaces
from original CT volume data demonstrated a compression performance that was faster and 2.2 to 2.8
times stronger than the best current state-of-the-art
3D geometry coder. We expect further improvements by context coding and vertex prediction.
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